Toward a New Era of Trust and Transparency in Clinical Trials

Clinical trials are the most publicly visible component of the biomedical research enterprise, from the potential human application of novel laboratory findings to the generation of robust evidence about treatments or preventive interventions in routine clinical care. These trials are also the point at which biomedical research most directly engages human participants—dedicated volunteers who trust investigators to uphold the highest standards of scientific rigor and ethical oversight. While clinical trials have evolved and improved over time—producing impressive advances in diagnosis, treatment, and prevention—there are still major challenges. Therefore, fundamental changes are needed to reflect science and society’s movement to increase efficiency, accountability, and transparency in clinical research.

As the largest public funder of clinical trials in the United States, currently investing more than $3 billion each year, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) takes its stewardship of the nation’s clinical trial enterprise very seriously. Therefore, NIH must ensure that supported trials investigate a mission-relevant question that is of high priority, do not needlessly duplicate previously conducted trials (in contrast to providing needed replication), and have the highest likelihood to advance knowledge and improve health. To achieve this goal, a number of challenges in the design, efficiency, and reporting of clinical trials need to be addressed.1,2 For example, too often clinical trials are overly complex, have small sample sizes, rely on surrogate end points that lack clinical relevance, have unrealistic accrual rates, and have inadequate budgets. Of particular concern is the existence of trials from which the results are never published or data submitted to a public database.3,4

Therefore, the NIH has launched a multifaceted effort to improve the quality and efficiency of clinical trials, an effort that is focused on a variety of key points along the “lifespan” of a clinical trial (eFigure in the Supplement). These initiatives will reengineer the process by which clinical investigators develop ideas for new trials, how NIH reviews and selects clinical trials for support and oversees the progress of the research, and how results and aggregate data are shared broadly and rapidly. Specifically, these changes are aimed at enhancing the application and award processes, increasing NIH’s ability to assess the merits and feasibility of clinical trial applications; improving oversight and transparency; and increasing the sharing of clinical trial results. In combination, these initiatives are intended to ensure rigor and efficiency in the US clinical trial enterprise.

As a crucial first step, NIH will require Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training for investigators and NIH staff responsible for conducting or overseeing clinical trials. The aim is to help ensure that all involved in the clinical trial enterprise have the appropriate knowledge about the design, conduct, monitoring, recording, analysis, and reporting of clinical trials. While GCP training on its own may not be sufficient, it provides a consistent and high-quality standard.

Another important change at the beginning of the clinical trial lifecycle is a new NIH policy that will require all applications for clinical trials to be submitted in response to clinical trial–specific Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs). This will mean that applications including one or more clinical trials will no longer be accepted in response to parent funding announcements, which are broad FOAs that allow researchers to submit investigator-initiated applications without specific elements appropriate to describe and evaluate a trial. Under this policy, NIH trial applications will need to contain specific information about protocols and other information necessary for effective peer and programmatic review. In addition, clinical trial–specific FOAs will include review criteria that focus on the rationale, design, and operational and analysis plans, all of which will inform assessments of proposed studies.

Peer review of NIH clinical trial applications must be conducted by study sections with appropriate expertise, such as clinical trialists, biostatisticians, and pharmacologists, as well as the basic science experts needed to evaluate the scientific rigor of relevant preclinical data provided. The advisory councils of NIH’s institutes and centers (ICs) also will be responsible for ensuring that clinical trials supported by their respective ICs address these important priorities. After funding decisions have been made, terms specific to clinical trial research will be incorporated into Notices of Award to remind awardees of their responsibilities, including timely sharing of research results.

Inconsistent information submitted to the NIH for clinical trial applications and to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) under the investigational new drug (IND) application process has long been recognized as a source of delays and inefficiencies. To assist NIH-funded investigators to plan their studies in a way that is also consistent with the FDA IND process, the NIH is encouraging the use of a clinical trial protocol template that was developed through a collaboration between NIH and FDA5 and that meets International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) E6 Good Clinical Practice Guidance.5 Use of the protocol template will help ensure that investigators prepare protocols that contain all the information necessary to enable efficient and timely review by institutional review boards (IRBs) and to be in compliance with FDA IND application regulations.
Another frequently cited source of delay in moving a trial forward is duplicative IRB review in studies conducted at multiple sites. Multiple, often conflicting, reviews from different IRBs slow the initiation of trials and in the vast majority of instances does nothing to enhance the protection of human research participants. To address this problem, NIH has adopted a policy for using a single IRB of record for the review of NIH multisite studies. To facilitate adoption of this new approach, NIH has developed standardized agreements that will allow institutions to rely on a single IRB of record for multisite studies.

An additional enhancement at the beginning of the lifespan of the clinical trial is the new regulation and complementary NIH policy that clinical trials be registered in the ClinicalTrials.gov database within 21 days of enrollment of the first participant. Easy to search, publicly accessible information about clinical trials will enable physicians, patients, and family members to more readily find trials that may be of interest. NIH is also working to enhance the usability of ClinicalTrials.gov in terms of features and formatting, so that it can better serve health care professionals and patients in identifying relevant clinical trials. It is possible that increased registration of clinical trials could also aid recruitment, reducing the number of trials that fail because they do not meet their enrollment targets and thus do not have the statistical power to give meaningful results.

To realize the benefits of a clinical trial, the data must be broadly shared quickly after the trial has concluded. However, timely dissemination of clinical trial results continues to be a serious problem. To uphold promises to research participants, inform the public about clinical trials, and enable the biomedical community to make the most of the results of completed trials, the Department of Health and Human Services has released a regulation outlining requirements for clinical trial registration and summary results information reporting. This regulation applies to certain clinical trials (except phase 1 and early device trials) of FDA-regulated drug, biologic, and device products, irrespective of who funds or conducts the study. In addition, NIH has issued a complementary policy to cover all NIH-funded trials, including those not subject to the regulations, such as phase 1 studies or clinical trials of behavioral interventions or non-FDA-regulated products.

The NIH expects the clarity of the new regulation and NIH policy, together with their comprehensive compliance and enforcement provisions, will result in rapid increases in the percentage of trials that are registered and share aggregate data through ClinicalTrials.gov. Investigators and sponsors who fail to comply with the regulation may be subject to civil monetary penalties assessed by FDA. In addition, NIH will withhold clinical trial funding to grantee institutions if the agency is unable to verify adequate registration and results reporting from all trials funded at that institution. The availability of results will promote innovations in clinical trial design and avoid duplication of unsuccessful strategies, thereby avoiding unnecessary risks to research participants.

The final effort in this suite of activities is the development of a standardized electronic system for NIH to use for management and oversight of NIH-funded clinical trials and ensure accountability to stakeholders. The system will permit the collection of clinical trial information across the NIH-supported biomedical research enterprise, which will be used for strategic planning and identifying the best, safest, and least burdensome ways to gather important data to improve human health.

This set of interconnected, complementary initiatives will help enhance NIH stewardship of clinical research. However, far more remains to be done. The actions outlined in this article constitute the first wave in what will be an ongoing intense effort aimed at improving NIH-funded clinical trials, with each wave being informed by a thoughtful evaluation of its predecessor.

Although the process of enhancing the clinical trial pipeline may be a work in progress, the goal of all of these varied activities remains constant: to maintain public trust and to encourage advances in the design, conduct, and oversight of clinical trials. These innovations are intended to help NIH better fulfill its mission of supporting scientific discovery to improve human health while elevating the entire biomedical research enterprise to a new level of transparency and accountability.
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